1. Introduction. Let J be a <r-field of subsets of an abstract set M and let m(e) be a non-negative measure function defined on J. The classical Radon-Nikodym theorem [17, p. 36](1) states that, if M is the union of a countable number of sets of finite measure, then a necessary and sufficient condition for a completely additive real function R(e), defined over J, to be a Lebesgue integral (with respect to m(e)) is that R(e) be absolutely continuous relative to m(e). Our purpose is to extend this theorem to functions with values in an arbitrary Banach space and apply the resulting theorem to obtain an integral representation for the general bounded linear transformation on the space of summable functions to an arbitrary Banach space. A number of writers [4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14] have obtained similar extensions; however they have all imposed restrictions either on the Banach space or on the completely additive functions considered. The theorem proved here is free of all such restrictions. It is evident that any such generalization of the Radon-Nikodym theorem will involve a corresponding generalization of the Lebesgue integral, of which there are many. A variation of an integral studied in detail by B. J. Pettis(2) will be used here.
measure and subject to the condition that e'Qe imply x(e')CZ*(ß)-Such functions are termed contractive. To every point function xip) there corresponds the contractive function x(e), whose values on e are the values taken on by xip) as p ranges over e. It is well known that a trivial reformulation of one definition of the Lebesgue integral (and hence the Pettis integral) enables one to consider integration of contractive functions. Moreover, all properties of the integral not depending directly on point functions remain unchanged, and integration of a contractive function, which is associated in the above manner with a point function, is equivalent to ordinary integration of the point function. Since we no longer have to do with point functions, it is possible to replace the restriction that J be a a-field of sets of points by the weaker assumption that J be a countably additive Boolean algebra.
The introduction of functions other than point functions admittedly reduces the force of the Radon-Nikodym theorem. On the other hand, if one were to insist on point functions, it would be necessary to define an integral more general than the Pettis integral. However, it is easy to prove [12, p. 281 ] that any integration process, which gives the Lebesgue integral in the real case and which is preserved under linear continuous transformation of the Banach space into a second Banach space, is contained in the Pettis integral. Therefore, although it may be possible to obtain the general Radon-Nikodym theorem involving only point functions, the integral used would necessarily lack some desirable elementary properties.
A few notations and definitions are collected in §2. §3 contains a definition of the variation of the Pettis integral suggested above along with some of its properties. The Radon-Nikodym theorem is proved in §4 and is applied in §5 to obtain an integral representation for the general, bounded, linear transformation on the space 7L(if) of summable functions to an arbitrary Banach space.
2. Notations and definitions. Throughout this and the following two sections, J will denote a countably additive Boolean algebra. In lattice terminolr°g y> 7 is a a-complete, complemented, distributive lattice [2, p. 88 ]. The lattice operations of join, meet, and complementation will be indicated respectively by e\Je', eC\e', and Ce. The join and meet of a countable number of elements en will be written 2~Le™ Iïe» respectively.
Since J is <r-complete, these will always exist in J. The extreme elements of J will be denoted by 0 (null or least element) and M (unit or greatest element). An element e is said to be contained in a second element e' provided e(~\e'=e. This inclusion will be written eÇe' or e'3e. Two elements e, e' are disjoint provided eC\e' = 0. An ordinary a-fold of sets is a countably additive Boolean algebra in which join, meet, and complement are the corresponding set-theoretic notions. A disjoint sequence \d\ of elements of J (that is, e¿fVy = 0, for i^j) such that]T/» = e is called a subdivision of e. The product of two subdivisions of e, A = {e¿} and A'= {e¡-}, is defined to be the sequence AA'= {eif~\e¡ }. [July From the distributive properties of J, it follows easily that this product is also a subdivision of e. It also follows from the distributivity that every subdivision {«,-} of M induces a subdivision {efV,} of the element e. One subdivision, A' = {ei }, is said to be finer than a second, A= \e¡], provided every element ei is contained in some e¡. We write A'^A.
The class of elements x which satisfy a given property P will be denoted by \x\ P]. The small Greek letter ir will always stand for a finite set of positive integers, and ^T (for example) will mean summation over all indices contained in it.
Let ï be an arbitrary linear set [l, p. 26] with real multipliers and zero element 0. If X, X' are any two subsets of Ï, then X+X' is defined to be the set {jc+jc'I^G-^,
x'ÇzX'}. Similarly, if XQX and A is a set of real numbers, then AX is the set {rx \ r (E.A, xG-X"} ; in particular, if r is a single real number, rX = {rx | x £X}. We will assume ï to be a linear topological space of the type introduced by J. von Neumann [10, p. 4] . The system of neighborhoods of 0, which defines the topology, will be denoted by V. Individual elements of V are denoted by V. ï is said to be convex provided, for every V, V+VQ2V. Under this condition, the closure of each of the neighborhoods is a convex set in the ordinary sense(3). Another important property of the neighborhoods, in case ï is convex, is that 0<r<r' implies rVÇr'V. We will be primarily interested in the case in which Ï is a Banach space under one of its weak neighborhood topologies. A where T is a subset of the space ï adjoint to X. In case T is a total(4) subset of 3E, the system Vr determines in X a convex(6) topology of the von Neumann type. Whenever a Banach space is under consideration, %J will always be understood to mean the system UT, when T = 3£.
Two subsets X, X' of X are said to be equal within V provided XÇJ+7 and X'ÇZX+V.
Two sequences {-X""}, \X¿ \ of subsets of X are said to be summably equal within V provided there exists ivy such that ir~Dirv implieŝ xXn, 22,X"' are equal within V. A sequence {Xn} of subsets of ï is said to be unconditionally summable [13, p. 118 ] to the element a;£3£ with respect to V provided there exists irr such that ± ix-Z*n| CV, «-2TT. ' If each set Xn contains only one element xn, then the condition that {Xn}
(3) Aset XrZ'£isconvexprovidedx¡(^X,ri'¿Oa.na¿~^ri = \imp\y¿~^riXiC:X (t = l,2, • • • ,n). (4) A subset r Ç3£ is said to be total [l, p. 42] provided x(x) =0, for every x £Er, implies
x-e. (5) As a matter of fact, each of the neighborhoods V is itself a convex set. Also -V=V.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use be unconditionally summable to x with respect to every FGTJ is simply the condition that the series 2~2X* be unconditionally convergent to the value x [9]-A single-valued function Xie) defined on a subset of J to 3Ê is said to be completely additive relative to V provided the series 23-^(c») converges unconditionally to X(^2en) in the topology 1), whenever {en} is a countable sequence of mutually disjoint elements such that X(£,en) and X(en) (n= 1, 2, • • • ) are defined. In case ï is a Banach space under a weak neighborhood topology 1)r, it is evident that a necessary and sufficient condition for Xie) to be completely additive relative to the topology 1)r is that the real function ic(X(e)) be completely additive for every x£T.
In case T=3£ (or if r is a determining manifold (8)), then it can be proved [12, p. 282; 5, p. 326] that complete additivity relative to Vr is equivalent to complete additivity relative to the norm topology. In this case we simply speak of Xie) as com pletely additive.
A real-or infinite-valued function, which is defined on all of J and is completely additive, is called a measure function over J, and m(e) is the measure of e. A measure function m(e) over J will be assumed given throughout the discussion. A function Xie), defined on a subset of J to Ï, is said to be absolutely continuous provided m(e)=0 implies Xie) =6 [17, p. 30 ]. If Xie) is completely additive on J, then it can be shown [16, p. 501 ] that absolute continuity is equivalent to the property that lim m(en) =0 implies lim X(en) = 6. The function Xie) is said to be singular provided there exists e0 such that mieo) =0 and X(e) = X(e(~\eo), for every e [17, p. 30].
3. Integration. A multi-valued function defined on a subset of J to H is said to be contractive provided eÇle' implies x(e)Çx(e'), whenever x(e) and x(c') are defined. Let ï(7) denote the class of all such contractive functions defined for elements of J having finite, nonzero measure. The notation x(:) will be used to indicate a function considered as an element of the class ï (7), while x(e) will denote the set of values assumed by the function for the element e.
Let A={ej| be a subdivision of M; then the sequence of sets {xieC\ei)mier\ei}\ is denoted by the symbol 7(x, e, A). Since x(e) is not defined when m(e) is infinite or zero, it will always be assumed that m(eC\ei) is finite and that x(eC\ei)m(e(~\ei) stands for the element 0 whenever mie(~\ei) =0.
Definition.
A function x(:)E^(J) is said to be X)-integrable on e provided there exists X(e)E% such that if FCTJ. then there is a subdivision Av of e such that 7(x, e, Av) is unconditionally summable to Xie) with respect to V. Xie) is the V-integral of x(:) on e and we write Xie) =f¿cis)dmis).
Except for our admission of a countably additive Boolean algebra instead (6) r is a determining manifold [5, p. 316 ] provided that l.u.b.f£r|*(*)|/||*|| =||*||. [July of a o--field of sets, Definition 3.1 is essentially the same as one given by Garrett Birkhoff [3, p. 5l] and exhaustively studied by R. S. Phillips [13] .
In the case where X is a Banach space under its weak neighborhood topology UandxO) arises from a point function, Phillips showed this definition to be equivalent to the Pettis definition.
The TJ-integral is a unique, single-valued function of e, which is absolutely continuous and completely additive relative to V. Also, the integral is linear in x(:); that is, if x(:), x'(:) are IJ-integrable on e and r, r' are real, then rx(:)+r'x'(:)
is L'-integrable on e and
The proofs of these remarks, as well as that of the next theorem, will be omitted, since they parallel exactly proofs given by Phillips. 
for every e. Let 7ta denote the union of the sets 7r2, for nEva, and consider tt'Dw^. The set ir can be considered as the union of disjoint sets 7rn such that X)xne>Çuen-Evidently ît'OtÂi for nEfo-Therefore, replacing ir by irn in (1) and summing over nEvo, we obtain (4) 2~2 I
x(s)dm(s) -2~1 x(e i\ e,)m(e (~\ e.) C V,
where ir' is the union of the sets ir", for nEvo-It follows from (2) and (4) 3.4 Definition (7) . A sequence {*"(:)} of elements of%(J) is said to converge (7) That approximate convergence in the ordinary sense is a special case of this is proved in approximately to x(:)£ï(J) on e0 provided, for every re and VEV, there exists a subdivision AnV of e0 and e(n, V)EJ such that limn,M m(e(n, V))=0, for every V, and A^A"y implies that I(xn, e, A), I(x, e, A) are summably equal within V, for every eQe0(~\Ce(n, V).
The proof of the next theorem will be omitted, since it is contained in the proof of Theorem 9.5 of [16]. Let R(e) be a real function which is completely additive and defined for all eÇ^M'. Let zA denote an arbitrary subclass of J, each of whose elements is contained in M'. Then there exists a countable (possibly finite), disjoint sequence of elements e"£<vi such that eE^ and eÇC£e,) imply R(e) =0.
Since R(e) is completely additive, it is evident that, for a given real number r>0, there exists at most a finite number of mutually disjoint elements eQM' such that R(e) ^r. The theorem is an easy consequence of this fact.
Corollary.
If the class zA of the theorem contains the join of every disjoint sequence of its elements, then there exists e(zA)E<A such that eE&i and eQCe(zA) imply 7?(e) =0.
Theorem(8).
Let R(e) be a real function, which is completely additive and defined for all eÇM'. Then M' can be decomposed into two disjoint elements M+, M~ such that R(e) is non-negative for eÇZM+ and is nonpositive for eÇ.M~.
Define the class jf+= {e\ R(e') ^ 0, fore' Ç e\, and observe that <vi+ is countably additive. Let M+ denote the element e(nA+) of <¡A+ given by Corollary 4.2, and define M~ = MT\CMJr. It remains to show that 72(e) á0, for eQM~. (8) This theorem is well known for set functions. The proof usually given [17, p . 32] will also apply in this case. However we give an independent proof to illustrate use of Corollary 4.2.
Consider an arbitrary e'QM~ and define the class <¡A--{e\eÇ e',R(e) ¿ O}.
Observe that zA~ contains the join of any countable disjoint sequence of its elements. Let e~~ be the element e(zA~) of zA~ given by Corollary 4.2. Then eQeT\Ce~ implies R(e)=0; that is, eT\Ce-^A+.
But, since eT\Ce~QCM+, it follows that R(e'i\Ce~) =0. Therefore R(e')^0, and this completes the proof. Therefore the theorem will be proved if we show that (1) is true for e, e'Çe0, where e0 = M'nCi2Zen).
It will certainly be sufficient to show that m(eo) =0. In order to do this we prove inductively that (2) 272(e) ^ kmie), for arbitrary k and eÇe0. Since 7?(e0) is finite, it will follow immediately that m(e0) =0. The function 72(e) is assumed non-negative for eÇlM'; therefore (2) holds for k = 0. Hence assume it true for k =0, 1, 2, • • • , re. Then the function 72n(e) = 272(e) -nm(e) is non-negative, completely additive and defined for eÇe0. Theorem 4.4 can thus be applied to obtain disjoint elements e°, e+ such that eo = e''\Je+, eÇe°i mplies | Rnie) | ^m(e), and eÇe+ implies 72"(e) ^m(e). But e°£e/f, therefore mie°)=0.
It follows that m(e0)=m(e+) and, hence, that 72"(e) ¡tm(e), for eÇe0. In other words, 272(e) ^ (re + 1)m(e), for eÇe0. This completes the proof that (1) holds for all k and also completes the proof of the theorem.
We now assume that ï is an arbitrary Banach space topologized by the weak neighborhood system VT, where T is a total subset of ï.
Theorem.
If M is the join of a countable number of elements of finite measure and Xie) is any function, with values in ï and defined for elements of J having finite measure, such that x(X(e)) is completely additive for every *GT, then a necessary and sufficient condition that Xie) be representable as a Vrintegral is that Xie) be absolutely continuous.
The necessity is a consequence of the basic properties of the l^-integral. To prove the sufficiency, we shall show that Xie) is the fr-integral of the function *(e) = \X(e')/m(e') \ e' C e, m(e') ^ 0}, on every e of finite measure. It is obvious that x(:)£x* (7) . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
From the manner in which the subdivision Ay was defined, it is clear that if enÇ=Mk and e', e"Qen, then | Xi(X(e'))m(e") -Xi(X(e"))m(e') \ ^ m(e')m(e")e/2k+2m(Mk)
(3) (i = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , v).
Since X(e) is absolutely continuous(9), it follows from (3) that (10) If e is of finite measure, then, since Xi(X(e)) is completely additive, there exists Try such that ■w'D-Ky implies (6) Xi(X(e)) -Xi(^X(er\en)) < i/2 (t = 1, 2, • • • , v).
Therefore, combining (5) and (6), we obtain X(e) -^ x(ef\ en)m(e P e") C V, for x 3 xr.
In other words, the sequence of sets I(x, e, Ay) is unconditionally summable to X(e) with respect to V. Since V is arbitrary, we have proved X(e) =fex(s)dm(s).
In case(n) T=X, the condition that x(X(e)) be completely additive, for every »GT, is equivalent to the condition that X(e) be completely additive (in the norm topology). In this case Theorem 4.6 has the following form.
4.7
Theorem. If M is the join of a countable number of elements of finite measure and X(e) is any completely additive function with values in X araa" defined for elements of J having finite measure, then a necessary and sufficient condition that X(e) be representable as a V-integral is that X(e) be absolutely continuous. (9) Observe that (3) is obtained without the assumption of absolute continuity. However, since we have made the convention that x(e)m(e) stand for 6 when m{e) =0, absolute continuity is needed in order for (4) to hold when m(eC\en) =0. (10) The notation x(*(..)) stands for the set of real numbers Í x(x) | x £z(e)}. Also, if A is a set of real numbers and k is a constant, then |vl| i¡k means that \r\ ¿k, for every rÇ^A.
(u) Or if r is a determining manifold.
It is not difficult to prove the following generalization of the Lebesgue decomposition theorem (12) [17, p. 35 ]. 4.8 Theorem. Every completely additive function Xie), with values in 3£ and defined fot elements of 7 having finite measure, can be represented uniquely as the sum of an absolutely continuous and a singular part, both of which are also completely additive. It is evident that x(:)/(:)£X (7) . The object of this section is to obtain a TJ-integral representation for the general bounded linear transformation on LiM) to an arbitrary Banach. (l3) This decomposition is unique to the extent given by Theorem 4.7; however the function x(: ) is not unique. 5.1 Lemma. Let V(E.V and let Xi (* = 1, 2, • • • , ra) be any finite set of elements of X such that Zt*>G V, for every subset ir of the integers (1, 2, • • • , ra). Then, for arbitrary real numbers r,-such that | r< | ^r, it is true /Aa¿Z"-ir¿t,G2r
V.
Assume first that O^r.ár, r¿_i^r,and define y,-=Z"-i*j> c, = (r< -r¿_i)r_1, with Ci = ri. Observe that c.-^O and / ,£¿¿1. Since Fis a convex set and contains 0 as well as each of the elements y¿, it follows immediately that Let FGLI be arbitrary. Since #(:) is TJ-integrable on every eÇe0, there exists, by Theorem 3.2, a subdivision Ay of e0 such that, if A^A^, then I(x, e, A) is unconditionally summable to fex(s)dm(s) with respect to V uniformly for cÇe0. That is, if A= {c¿}, there exists 7rA, which is independent of e, such that t2tí implies Z *(« ^ ei)m(e P e.) C I x(s)dm(s) + F, for every eÇTe0. Since the Ti-integral is completely additive, fex(s)dm(s) is bounded for e£e0 [15, Corollary 2.5]; therefore, there exists ky which is independent of eÇe0, such that (2) 2Z x(e P ei)m(e P e,-) C kvV, T for ir^¡)ir¿ and eÇe0. Since (2) holds for arbitrary eÇZe0, the restriction that ir contain ita can also be dropped. From (2) 
